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UNICEF History Project

Standard language included in follow-up letters sent to retired

etaff members, where appropriate

AS you will note we uae the term “History Project” rather than
“Histozy .m T!Iiswas deliberate in order to indicate that our approach was
broader than one to produce a tome, typical of most institutional histories,
which usual ly has a rathe>li@ted readership and impact.
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UWICEF is facing an enormous “generation gapn and there is a great need
for a collective “institutional memory” so that the experience, and the

lessons to be learned, can be more readily accessible to the oncoming
generations engaged in UWICEF work and in behalf of children generally. what
we would really like from you, are your reflections and comments (rather than
a recapitulation of what you remamber or can call our attention to as already
available in writing) with the main fecus on key issues, policies, trends,
problem.e, etc., as well as achievements and failures. What would be most
useful is that they be in the context of your own particular experiences and
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which you would illustrate with specific programmatic and other exsmplee.
Some attention, of course, needs also to ha given to the people of UWCSF and
their part in all this. This includes your reflections on ways which the key

UWICEF actors performed their roles, interacting with events and challenges.

Juet to prime the pump a bit further we are setting forth below seine
other points to which you msy wish to respond, in whole or in part, with
retrospective wisdom, givings specifics based upon your experience #

It ia commonly said that UWICEF has had an influence on ideas snd policiee
beyond its financial inputs and immediate programme cu-operation and that

it has greater credibility with governments than some other agencies. In
what respects has this been true and why?

It is also commonly said that flexibility and responsiveness to changing
situations has been a main characteristic of UWICEF. In what respects has
this been true and why?

Sometimes it seems that the progress in achieving our aspirations is
inordinately slow. Is this just our natural impatience or were there sores

obstacles which could have been overcome more rapidly if we had done
things differently or better? In your experience have you observed any

evidences of significant declinee in infant mortality and child death
rates which could be attributed at least in part to UWICEF’ s work - or
actions we have advocated?

@
What aspects of UNICEF’s programne co-operation (both methods snd kind of
prrqrsmmes ) have worked best? Least? Why?
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From your experience how do you think UNICEP’s approach to child health

through vertical and horizontal strategies might have been made more

complemental than they had been? what were the factoga considered in
making choices?

A perennial problem for UNICEF as a children’s agency haa been the scope
of its work. This has sometimes baen discussed in terms of concentration
versus diffusion, the child’s well-being in relation to family and

community problems, and the role of other agencies. what has been your
experience with this issue? In the work you participated in, should the

interpretation of UNICEF’s mandate and the ecope of its activities have
been broader or narrower?

Comment on your experience with the use of national resources, the use of
national officers. How has this changed over the years?

what has been your experience with headquafiers/regional/country office
relations and delegation of authority?

what trends in UNICEF need to be encouraged? Guarded against?
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